Announcing the Bogliasco Foundation
Fall 2019 Fellows!

We are thrilled to announce the recipients of our Fall 2019 Fellowships—a group of 27
artists and scholars representing 9 countries and 11 disciplines. Fellows from Uruguay to
Japan will develop new projects in Bogliasco this Fall, including a musical composition
inspired by climate change in the stark winter environment of the Arctic, a play about the
1872 trial of Susan B. Anthony, and a documentary about the great 20th century
photographer Peter Hujar, who chronicled the vanished world of the '70s and '80s East

Click here to see the full list of upcoming Fellows and read more about their work.

Genoa's 25th International Poetry Festival
This year's International Poetry Reading in
the Villa dei Pini Garden, celebrated
alongside Genoa's 25th International
Poetry Festival, included a musical tribute
to Fabrizio De André by Gianluigi Maggi
and BF staff member Luigi Crovetto
(pictured), as well as readings from
Bogliasco Fellows Caoilinn Hughes (BF
'17), Mary Jo Salter (BF '14), and Julian
Stannard (BF '08).

Support our Study Center and Fellows
with a Fiscal Year-End Gift
As a nonprofit organization, the Bogliasco Foundation relies largely on gifts from
individuals who are dedicated to the vitality of global arts and letters. Thanks to your
generous donations, we can now count over 1,000 artists and scholars from 61 countries
as our alumni. As we approach the end of our fiscal year on June 30th, please consider
making a gift to support future Fellows from around the globe and the innovative projects
they will pursue.

Donate Today

"The everyday access to such a specific and intense landscape, which enveloped and
framed the residency, created a kind of heightened sensory experience of the place, and
had a concrete effect on the work and thought that was produced during my time there."
- Daniele Genadry, Spring 2019 Fellow in Visual Arts, Lebanon/USA
"The direct contact with other scholars from different disciplinary fields was extremely
enriching for me, my project and its possibilities of expanding into other fields of study."
- Isolina Díaz-Ramos, Spring 2019 Fellow in Architecture, Spain
Click here for more testimonials from recent Fellows about how their residencies have
shaped their work.

